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ARIZONA: THE STATE AND ITS
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

There would be no Arizona without water and cop-
per. The state has an abundance of the latter and
almost none of the former. Indians discovered in
approximately the 1300's that irrigation could allow

for meaningful agriculture in what is now Arizona. the
Salt River Dam demonstrated this anew for more modern
times. and the Central Arizona Project (CAP) has com-
pleted the job in the 1980's. (Although most of the water
is for agriculture, it is an "insurance policy" for further
population growth as well.) The CAP is the last of the
great federally financed Western water projects, as Sen-
ator Moynihan, who now chairs the Water Resources
section under Public Works. has indicated in 1988. One
reason: even though the federal cost per pint is very high,
local water costs are so low that Arizona ranks 8th in per
capita water consumption. In addition, heavy pumping of
groundwater over many years has caused large fissures to
develop in many parts of the state, a situation being dealt
with by current policies of recharging a gallon of water
back into the ground for every gallon taken out.

Through the years, Arizona has mined more than half
of the copper ore dug in the U.S.. and this was the main-
stay of the economy through the first period of expansion
during World War II and on to about 1975. when new
forms of high and mid tech manufacturing increased rap-
idly in the Arizona economy.

A third major prerequisite for growth in the Arizona
climate is air-conditioning, which made both Florida and
Arizona livable after World War II. Driving through Phoe-
nix on a 120 degree day in an air-conditioned car, looking
at the air-conditioned houses with swimming pools in
backyards. made possible by investing several billions of
federal dollars in CAP, and realizing that a quart of water
is evaporated for every quart used, one gets a sense of an
artificial and vulnerable environment.

In terms of this fragile ecosystem. Arizona has had
amazing growth rates since 1970. Most of the growth has
occurred in the two counties of Pima and Maricopa. where
75 percent of its citizens live. (There are some long-term
limits to growth-83 percent of Arizona land is owned by
federal, state and Indian authorities, leaving only 17 per-
cent for private development.)

Phoenix is now listed by most sources as one of the
seven best places in the country for job growth, along with
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Los Angeles. New York. Dallas. San Francisco. Wash-
ington and Atlanta. (Scottsdale. a haven for homes for the
wealthy and conference centers for major American cor-
porations. is now one of the fastest growing cities.) l'hoc-
nix is the prime example in America of a city whose
rowth has come through annexation. Asa result. Phoenix
has gone from a city of 17 square miles to over 375 square
miles in 1988.

A major problem involves what happens to govern-
ments during annexation. During almost 120 separate
annexations in Phoenix's history, many school boards
have been retained. Thus, Phoenix operates through 28
individual school districts which are partially or totally in
Phoenix's 375 square miles. a fairly unmanageable prop-
osition. (An excellent 1983 report, The Delivery System
of Urban Education in Phoenix, makes the point that if
the city had not practiced boundary expansion. it would
he a city of 28 mayors and 28 city councils!)

This enormous expansion of the city, by increasing its
geography rather than increasing its density. has led to
some majc- problems in the delivery of social services.
In South Phoenix. a forty square mile area of poverty.
delivery of services to the aged. sick a.,..... poor are very
expensive on a unit cost basis, as it may be two miles
between stops compared to Brooklyn with ten deliveries
per block. Given the 375 square miles. and only plans for
mass transit, the car density increases more than the peo-
ple density. Ironically. ail pollution -in Phoenix is now so
had the city ranks tenth from the bottom in air quality.
according to the Council on Environmental Quality. The
swimming pools. lawn sprinklers and canals have, ofcourse.
increased air humidity a considerable amount, which allows
pollutants to "hang." One wonders how long doctors will
continue to recommend Phoenix as a haven for asthma
sufferers! Add to that very high divorce and crime rates,
and it is clear that there is much to do in Phoenix. Yet, it
is also clear that, given the beautiful mountains, good jobs
and lack of crowding, many more people will move to
Phoenix in the next decade.

Tucson is smaller, cooler, and has maintained more of
a Southwestern flavor than Phoenix. However, the mix
of manufacturing and high technology is very parallel to
that of Phoenix, and both are growing, Phoenix more
rapidly than Tuesor..Both cities have attracted a number
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ARIZONA PROFILE

1980 Population
1985 Population
1987 Population

29th
27th

2,718,000
3,187,000
3,368,417*

1980 Black Population 29th 74,000 2.8%1980 Hispanic Population 8th 440,000 16.2%American Indian Population 3rd 146,461 5.4%
Asian Population 22,888 1.0%

Foreign Born 12th 6.0%
Born in Another State 4th 67%

Population Over 65 Years of Age, 1980 23rd 11.3%
Population Over 65 Years of Age, 1985 20th 12.3%
Under 18 19th 29.1%
Under 18, 1985 18th 27.5%Median Age, 1980 32nd 29.2 yearsMedian Age, 1987

34.5 years

Women in the Labor Force 39th 47.8%

College Graduates 19th 17.4%

Birth Rate 9th 17.9 births per 1,000

Voted in 1984 Election 46th 45.5% of eligible voters

Married Couple Households 26th 62.2%
Median Household Income 27th $16,448
Median Household Income, 1987

$29,473People per Square Mile
23.9. (U.S. 64.0)

Increase in Personal Income, 1980-85 5th + 61% (U.S. + 47%)Housing Value 13th $61,900

Data from C A.0 I . 1987. All others 1980 unless otherwise noted

of major high tech corporatichis, and both have excellent
universities within the metro areas. Phoenix has Maricopa
Community College, which supplies a vast number of
programs and services and has a national reputation for
excellence, as does Pima. Tucson has not developed as
quickly as Phoenix has, and thus may have an easier time
managing future growth, although infrastructure devel-
opment will be difficult in both cities, especially mass
transit. Also, like Santa Fe, Tucson represents "the real
Southwest,' and may increasingly attract tourists looking
for the genuine article.

Although there is Sun City, most in-migrants to Arizona
have been young, well-educated, and just moving into
their peak earning years. The state is not becoming one
vast retirement colony as some have suggested. However,
poverty, illness and social pathology are not haid to find
in the only state that refused to participate in Medicaid.
Even Arizona's conservative politics have changed to a
more balanced view of state and local responsibility for
its citizens, mainly under the regime of former Governor
Bruce Babbitt, a "home-grown" Arizona politician who
had taken a swipe at the state's well organized crime
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syndicates during his days as Attorney General. As this
is written, however, the state's gubernatorial' function is
in great confusion. as Acting Governor Rose Mofford has
taken over from Evan Mecham, w ho now faces a State
Senate impeachment trial, a criminal prosecution and a
recall election in May. 1988. Seldom is a political out one
so totally unpredictable.

One other factor makes Arizona unusual 20 million
acres of the state at "owned" by the 13 Indian tubes
living there. About 15).000 Indians (5 percent of the slale's
population) participate in the richly divergent tribal cul-
tures, from Navajo to Hopi. Arizona ranks behind only
California and Oklahoma in the numbei s of Native Amei -
icans They live mainly on reservationsonly about 20,(XX)
live in Phoenix or Tucson, while 70 percent of Mexican
Americans live in those two metro areas. Blacks represent
about 3 percent 4f the state's population while Hispanics
are about 16 percent With this as background. let's review
the basic numbers seen on page 2.

This is clearly a high growth state, even though the
growth is overwhelmingly in only two counties. The state's
density of 23 people per square mile suggests infinite pos-
sibilities for growth, but this is a very misleading average.
The density range in Arizona is vast, from 4 people per
square mile in Apache. Coconino. Graham and Mohave
Counties to MS per square mile in Maricopa as of 1980.
The low density counties are, of course. those in which
land is not readily available for private purchase. being
owned by state. federal or Indian authorities. Pima County.

the other major growth center. has a density of 57 people
per square mile and should he better able to handle growth
than Maricopa, in this sense. (Before you think Marico-
pa' i the ultimate, i ememher that New Jersey has an aver-
age density of 1.(000 people per square mile. the same as
Japan.)

The state's ethnic mix is also unusual. with small Asian
and black populations, and Imp: Hispanic and Native
American populations. totalling about 25 percent of Art-
hinds people. 110%k CVO , because w kites in Arizona have
a lover lei Indy level than II ispamcs or Native Amei jeans.
Ali /ono 4 hildrrn are about 10 pci cent non-Anglo, as the
(ii lsh, A and It indicate.

One of the central claims of demographics is that the
childien of today are the adults if tomorrow That being
the case, Arizona needs to consider a future in which 40
percent of the adult population will he non-Anglo. That
future at rives (depending on in-migration) in the year 2000.
Many Arizonans are from another nationmostly Mex-
icoand most are from another state.

By age. the state has a relatively small but increasing
population over 65. and a large population under 18. due
partially to the higher fertility rates among Hispanics and
Native Americans. The population contains a large num-
ber of college graduates and newcomers to the state con-
tinue that pattern. (On the other hand. a very high per-
centage of youth drop out of high school, making Arizona
high on well and poorly educated people.) One income
problem is the rather small percentage of working women,

GRAPH A

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY ETHNICITY
Arizona-1980

Black (2.7%)
From Bartram and Gebel, Arizona Educational Scan, Arizona Stale University
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GRAPH B

ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF THE 0-4
AGE GROUP IN ARIZONA

1980

Asien (0"

PEllWx (32%)*A°44V4111110

From Bartram and Gebel, op on

Other (02%)

Amencan Indian (8.5%)

Spanish Origin (25.7%)

it being virtually impossible to live a middle-class life these
days on only one salary.

It is also interesting that with all the college graduates
in the state, and higher percentages of high school drop-
outs, a very small number of voters turned out for the last
national elections. Are Arizonans focused inward, with
more interest in local and state concerns than national
issues? It's certainly a possibility. One of the things in
Arizona's favor is the relatively low cost of housing. at
least compared to other areas which offer good scenery.
fobs and climate. That should speak favorably for the state
in its effort to win the supercollider projectat this writ-
ing. Arizona is one of seven finalists to build the $4.2
billion particle smasher, However, the current guberna-
torial confusion will work in the other direction, as will
the environmental impact of a project of this magnitude.

Certainly a key element in this state is population move-
ment. Although we normally asnime that people only
move to Arizona, that proves to be incorrect:

ARIZONA POPULATION MOVEMENT
1975-1980

ALL WHITE CLACK HISPANIC
IN 650,063 595,751 15,560 45.796
OUT 352.680 313,791 11,744 29.440
NET 297,383 281,960 3.816 16,356

It should be clear that for every two people who move
to Arizona. one person moves out. It is also clear that the
overwhelming num-:1- of in-migrants are Anglo, and that
a surprisingly large number of Hispanics mine out of the
state when compared to other states. Data on Phoenix in-
migrants in 1983 suggested that they are young (median
age 27.9 years). affluent (their houses were $12.000 over
the Phoenix average). 32 per( ,nt had attended college. 62
percent were mantled, 41 percent had children an ideal
profile in terms of family-oriented people just moving into
their peak earning yea's

We can also tell from which states these in-migrants
come (see Graph C. page live). The largest action, both
in and out, is tin order) California, hlinots, New Mexico,
Texas, Colorado. Ohio. Michigan. Utah. New York and
Washington State, at least in 1984-85 Although 28,000
Californians moved to Arizona, 26.0(8) lel., Arizona for
California. for a rather small "net" of 2,0(K). The only
discrepancy in the "top five" is Illinois!1,000 Illinois
citizens moved to Arizona. but only 2.000 moved from
Arizona to Illinois. But in the "bottom five." Colorado,
Ohio, Michigan and Utah all sent more people to Arizona
than vice versa. Thus, the "net" represents more people
in Arizona from Ohio, Illinois. Michigan, Utah and Col-
orado than from California. New Mexico and Texas.

One unique thing about Arizona is the degree to which
suburbs look like the core city A slice of Shaker Heights,
Ohio will not look like a slice of downtown Cleveland.
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GRAPH C

ARIZONA MIGRATION FLOWS FOR THE
TOP TEN STATES

1984-1985
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whereas a slice of the city of Phoenix will look a great
deal like a slice of suburban Phoenix. In the rest of the
country (minus Florida). increasing suburban populations
have meant declining city populations. In addition, jobs
have moved to the suburbs as wellin Chicago. more
than 50 percent of all commuters arc going from a subur-
ban home to a suburban job. The core cities of Phoenix
and Tucson do not have this worry to the same degree.
as the city has grown proportionately with the suburbs.
i See chart on next page I

Phoenix has also expanded suburbia without sucking
the life out of the cote city. However , in both metro areas.
poverty is concentrated within the city limits (but remem-
ber, that's 375 square miles for Phoenix!). South Phoenix
represents this new kind of low-density poverty area.
.Among the twenty plus school districts that operate within
the City- of Phoenix. there are striking differe ces in the
amount spent per child, making consistent improvement
throughout Phoenix public schools very difficult to achieve,
as we shall see in a minute. Still, compared to othercities.
the rebuilding job is easier in Phoenix and Tucson.

r

CO

I I

OH MI

DIO Out-Migration

I 1

UT NY

1 i

WA

phoemx is now the tenth largest ( ay. hilt only the
22nd largest metrapoh!an area, due largely to the
annexation process In terms of Hispanic popu-
lations. however. Phoenix is the tenth I rgest city

(116,0(10 Hispanic residents) but the thirteenth largest metro
area. with about 200.000 Hispanics. This means that about
80,000 Hispanics live in "suburban- Phoenix, a rather
large per-entage compared to other cities. One of the good
things about Florida and Arizona cities is that you can't
tell where the city stops and the suburbs begin. Minorities,
especially middle-income minorities, have many more
housing alternatives in Arii.ona than in Chicago or ['Jett oit ,

areas with very clearly defined suburbs and low percent-
ages of minority residents. (On the other hand, moving to
the suburbs may lot increase one's social status if' the
suburbs are very like the city.) A key question hoe is the
availability of well-paying jobs in various parts of the
metro areas of Phoenix and Tucson, forA nglos and minor-
ities as well In the profile on page six, the first column
indicates the peicentage of the Arizona workfoi i c employed
in that industry, the second indicates the importance of
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TUCSON GROWTH 1970-1980

25 7%

+126.4%

=1 SUBURBS- CORE CITY
57% =I TOTA_ FOR METRO

1980 1970

that al C. to the state's total economy. using 11)4) as the
U S. a% ei age

This is the healthy 'motile of a nicely diversified econ-
omy. The only vulnei ability is in the lir .1 category, with
the heavy ip:stint:ill in mining which must now he par-
tially con% erted to other 111 eas Still. this cons awn will
he e.NIel itt AI I/011. UL the momobile Lonvei sum has
been for Michigan. Ohio and Indiana Acoss the high end
of the service economy. the state does very well, as it
does with construction, which also pays well. The 1987
data may show an upturn for manufacturing. although
Honeywell. Motorola, !'perry -Rand, and Hughes Aircraft
have not added many new positions latelythe name of
the "high tech" manufacturing game is joblevs growth.
(In addition, the average worker in a high tech manufac-
turing firm is a stock runner, shipper. clerk, secretary.
cashier or security guard. In Silicon Valley. only 20 per-
cent of the workforce has any advanced technical or sci-
entific training.) The problem of a "declining middle in
the Arizona workforce is real, if one looks at the jobs
people actually do at present. ISec chart on next page.)

If we look at the future. Arizona will ':rcate 12 new jobs
for cashiers for every one ph for computer programmers.
The consequences of those numbers for the state's tax
base, for the educational system. and quality of lite. are
vital. Ai mina's past has been unplanned worship of the
great god, growth In the fatale. Ari:ona will have to

ARIZONA BUSINESSES AND JOBS

AGRICULTURE, MINING, FORESTRY, FISHING

% OF
WORKERS

5.3
!NOD

133

CONSTRUCTION
8.1 137

MANUFACTURING
1.1.5 65

TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS 6.6 90

RETAIL, WHOLESALE TRADES
22 108

FINANCE, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE 6.9 115

BUSINESS, REPAIR, PERSONAL SERVICE 9.7 115

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
20.1 99

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
6.6 125
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Jobs In Arizona':

Chemists 7')O
Dentists 1,300
Computer programmers 3.700
Finance managers 4.000
Lawyers 5.000
Doctors 5,400
Janitors 32,000
Secretaries 41,500
Fast food workers 58,900

lh ( vistsonal Out 11,04 Oatrterly, Bureau of Labor Statistics. January,
I 9K7

its growth far more carefully to assure equitable access to
a high quality of life for all its citizens. We in education
love to talk about the hest educational program for the
future computer programmerbut what is the best edu-
cation for the future cashier? The question seldom comes
up.

Although no one knows exactly where new jobs come
from, the research of Dr.vid Birch and others supports the
importance of new small businesses as the single best
source of new jobs. (The Fortune 500 do not add jobs to
the U.S. economy, they are in the business of eliminating
jobs.) Each year, about one million new businesses are
created in the U.S.. to the envy of the rest of the world.
Of this pool, about five percent, according to Birch, will
suddenly expand and begin to generate large numbers of
new jobs. The largest number of these new businesses are
in the service sector, broadly defined as non-manufactur-
ing. non-agriculture. Neither Phoenix nor 'Tucson are
It:Adel, in small busines 1 ins, particularly minority-owned
small businesses. Unless some action is taken, Arizona
w ill continue to develop twelve jobs for cashiers for every

z
'Z'

NO.-

70

job for it computer programmer, and will he behtm4 in
developing middle-closs minorities.

An additional problem concerns the fact that Hispanics
in At !Lona have usually performed the onerous tasks that
had to he done but don't pay well and have few opportu-
nities for advancement (hotel maid, cashiering, retail sales,
garbage collection. janitor. waiter/waitress. night watch-
man) Hispanics' teem( rise m polit' cal clout in Ancona
suggests that the future may he different. and that, via the
educational system, mote minorities will move into mid-
dle incom:2 jobs, breaking the stereotype of the "servant
class The development and maintenance of middle-class
minority populations would conti ibutc greatly to the social
and economic benefit of all Arizonans.

A final comment about the state's demographics. Sixty-
seven percent of the state's population moved in from
another state: 6 percent from another country (mainly
Mexico), leaving only 27 percent of the state's residents
who were horn there. This kind of transiency is exceeded
only by Nevada (about 20 percent of residents horn in the
state), and in both states is responsible for very high crime
rates, and perhaps for the low national election turn-outs.
(Nevada is now number one in terms of murder per 100.0(0
people.)

A:-.1.ona was 2nd in overall crime rates per 100.000
in 1985, 16th in murder with 10.3 cases per 100,000
people, 9th in rape with 45 cases per 100,000, and
16th in robbery with 193 per 100,000. The state is

now 10th in prisoners (175 per 100.00) in 1980. 267 per
100,00 in 1985), a major financial drain on a state that is
strapped for income fur social services anyway. A pris-
oner costs about $22.000 a steal to maintain. %. hivh liken
times 8,500 total prisonei s gives the huge total of 187
million dollars a year just to maintain the prisoner popu-

HEAD START CHILDREN Al' AGE 19

IIIHEAD START

EDCONTROL GROUP

PERCENT
EMPLOYED

HIGH scliool.
GRADUATES

I tom Iligli Scope 1.iiiintlation, Ypsilanti. !slit Ingan. 1984

EN R01.1.I' D IN
COLI EGE

IN(' I I INAI
COMP!. I FNCI.

BEI N
ARRIti I D
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WI I I ARE
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lation. Although Arizona will have to build sonic new
schools in the future, it seems likely that it will build more
jails. given the sharp increase in criminality. During the
last decade. America increased jail populations more than
almost any other human factor.

Certainly education is involved in this trade.ofr, as $0
percent of prisoners in the country are high school drop-
outs. This does not mcan that if we graduate everyone
from high .choel we could close a;I the jails. but it does
mean that quality of the ceacational system declines
further, prisc.: populations arc likely to continue to increase.
One prisoner for one year costs as much as eight children
in Head Start-type early childhood programs, a program
with demonstrabte ability to deter youngsters from a life
of crime, get them through school and into a good job
(See chart on nage 8.)

In Arizona, t1 :re are about four times as many I lead
Start eligible kids us there are places in prop ants. It would
seem that the state will have a return on this lack of
investment, also,

I las mg now taken a snapshot of this fast-movint, state,
let's move on to look at the educational system.

ARIZONA'S EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
The tirst thing we notice is that Arizona's schools have

increased in enrollment, but not in proportion to the state's
total growth:

phoen. howe'ri. the mo in kids Nought majorincreases in t.omplexit.
All indicat ions ale tora pi opoi tionate increase in .school

emollmenis in Ai uona's flume, with one exceptioo: thePhoenix Union Iltgh School Distml and "family of 13
feeder school districts will continue to lute students, while
the suburban dish its mound Phoenix will continue togain, as submbs str,w mole rapid (and economically
wealthy)14i owth in population This w ill mean that schools
will incicasingly be in one place. children in another.
Poverty will increase in Phoenix city" schools rather
than in the suburbs There will mob:411y he more schools
that become segregated due to population movement. I'hisrather gloomy pit:diction could be upset it' the rapidly
building coalition of leaders from Phoenix Union High
School District, Aii/ona Slate y. Phoenix bust-
nesses and Nlayor 6°dd:it d becomes effeeuxe in dealing
with these issues in a comprehrnsive way. Phoenix need
not become what many of our hugest cities ale today.

Although these issues will also cxist in fueson, the
problems will be less. due to smaller enrollments and a
slightly mole comprehensible syste m of school (Asti, :
than is true m Phoenix. (Although they emoll small pet -
centages of students. a word needs to be added about the
number of elemental y dish lets in At voila with very small
enrollments and low teacher salaries and dollars spent perstudent. Rut al poverty is a problem for some of Ai mina's
ehildi en. on the it:se/anon and oil Within Phoenix
schools, ,assessed valuation pci student ranges front 1+10,031
to $346,125 m two different districts.)

ARIZONA SCHOOL ENROLLMENT, SELECTED YEARS

1985
1.970 1982

ALL 440.000 510,000 596,200

Grades K-8 314.000 359.000 420.60(1

Grades 9-12 126.000 1513100 175,600

While the state grew about 88 percent from 1970-1985.
tile schools grew by only 35 percent. While minority stu-
dents ate now about 33 percent of school children, they

e 40 percent of children age 0-4 at the present time, die:
to the higher rate among Native Americans and
I lispanics, (On the other hand, Phoenix t)lion 1ligh School
District is now over 50% minority enrollment, but that is
in contrast to 76% minority enrollment as an average for
,` merica's 20 largest cities.) During the 1970-1982 period.
American schools were losing 13 percent in enrollment.
During this period, Arizona (and Florida) were adding
students. It was not a particularly good time for passing
school bond issues. yet Arizona managed to increase school
capacity almost as quickly as it increased revenne capac-
ity, allowing for "pay as you go" school increases. In

Mere ;se some things about the Aniona school pi ofileon page 9 that leap out a! one I ust. the increase in Aiuuiia
students was N11101..11 by tedtiong the amount spent putchild. A teal longer will he makmg t. lasses huge( . niahas winked itself n.o hole hy met casmg t. lass weto 23, the next Ingest in the nation. Arizona is not in thisdrastic a fix, but the continuous increase in new studentswill require new efforts to keep class sizes flown and 'n
provide equitable binding levels lot rat *I he
ten years may represent a mote foinudable chalk:14, in
meeting the needs of new students than the last ten.

Second, considering the large number of college graJ-
uates and middle- income people in the state. i he retentionrate to high school graduation is unimpressive, to say the
least. (Part el this may he due to an unusual state law
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ARIZONA SCHOOL PROFILE

197.3-74 19115-86
Per-pupil expenditure $ 1,957 (U.S. $ 1,147) $ 2,829 (U.S. $ 3,677)
Teacher Salaries $10,807 (U.S. $11,690) $24,680 (U.S. $25,257)
Funding: Federal 8.2% 10.0%

State 38.6% 53.3%
Local 53.2% 36.7%

Percent of 1980 ninth graders graduating in 1984: 69.8% (40th)
Per capita income, 1984 $11,841 (U.S. $12,79.9)
Student-teacher ratio, 1985 19.7 to 1 (U.S. 18.3 to I )

1980 Private school enrollment 40,261
Catholic schools 18,306
Other private schools 21,955

Children in poverty (age 5-17) 15.8% (U.S. 15.3%)
Pre-school children in poverty 21.2%

Handicapped students, 1984 . 9.8% (U.S. 11.0%)
Gifted students. 1984 3.9% ((.S. 3.2%)
Bilingual students, 1984 2.3% (U.S. 2.9%)
Minority students, 1984 37.7%

Black 3.8%
Hispanic 21.5%
Asian 1.1%
Native American 11.3%

allowing students to leave school at their 16th birthday or
after completing the /0th grade. It is hard to consider this
law to he in the state's long-term best interest, in that it
functions to increase the high school dropout rate, a sit-
uation from which no one benefits.) In addition, the

rearing poverty rates among Arizona's very young
Jren suggest a further increase in school dropouts

unless specific action is taken,
A third major change is in public school funding, a

majority of which now comes from state sources and only
,r minority from local revenues. In this regard. Arizona is
simply mirroring a national trend. However, in a state
t h peat differences among school districts, state pule-
.1es will have to he mediated through some series ol local
filters. The Golden Rule is still in operationhe who has
the gold makes the rule. It is unrealistic to expect stale
law mak:is and governors to provide the money for schools
but leave the polieymaking to local leaders. In a state like
Ai trona. there may he increasing sties, between state and
local leaders on education issues in the future. and the
current gubernatorial confusion could only make matters

orse. In Arizona. the most important question may be
who decides who decides?

The percentage of poverty among addle,' in Arizona
seems much too high for such a favored state. In addition.
poverty is increasingly concentrated in cities and rural
areas, while suburbs are increasing in upper, middle-class
income levels. While minorities have moved to the sub-
urbs (Hispanics, at any rate), it is not clear whether the
job structure in the state provides far an increasing num-
ber of middle-income jobs that are held by minorities, nor
does the educational system seem bent on accomplishing
this task. Increasing the poverty levels of minority youth
will he in no one's self-interest. The creation and support
of middle Mass minority populations will he .1 maim factor
in the state's fnUne potential, and the educational system
will have to be a key playel , both schools and higher
education

While IVate schools enroll :11)0111 I Lc111 ol Ainei
lea's youth nationally, they only enroll pea cent ol At
zona's youth. (This seems to he characteristic ol the
Southwest as a whole, not lust Anzonal Although the
data cannot he tracked in Arizona, it is interesting that
the schools who are members of the National Association
of Independent Schools are now enrolling as many Asian
students as they arc blacks, leaving Hispanics somewhere
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in left field. Another interesting factor is the very low
number of Arizona students in bilingual classes. One
explanation is that most of the bilingual program dollars
have come from the federal government. a funding ',mice
Arizona has been dedicated to not using. Another spec-
ulation might involve tie attitudes of many Arizonans w ho
may want all instruction in English and none in Spanish.
!lop or Navajo.

Given the state's history ill total commitment to
grow th and laissez-faire capitalism. it is under-
standable that schools were not a primary prior-
ity in Arizona's past. However. as one looks at

Arizona's Jiaure. it becomes increasingly clear that an
educated citizenry and workforce will make or break the
state. 11' minority populations remain outside of the middle
class in large numbers, the state's future will he in major

ie()PAIdY. :Is no slate Call NW 1. (VC lung if 41) percent of a
genet:01On ( the C111 rent 11111101ity propm lion of young chil-
d' en in Ai izona) ale unable to fulfill their potential Equity
is not a matte, of him al thetin lc but a pla1:1110iii /Wee %-
Aa: In\ C \I Illellt In lath at $24.000 pet pi isonei per yen'
is a v el v mann II1VeNtIllent , the rein' n on which is yen.,
low. I he ictimi on Hie ciliii.ation dollar is mi.omparably
higher. Fading to make the educational investment will
incan fin ther inci eases in the pi isoner investment. 1 Eighty
pet Cent ill 1111,0110N al e high si.hool drop-outs).

Oklahoma currently graduates SO per«qa of its youth
to Arizona's 00 pci cent Could Arizona move its retention
level up to that of Oklahoma'' Definitely It would not take
a huge amount of money. but it would require the state to
develop a ...nah puller, something it does nut currently
have. as well as a snategy for implemenong that policy.
The impoitant thing to icmember is that Ai izona educa-
tion is a direct pioduct of the slate's economic. social.

ARIZONA HIGHER EDUCATION

Number of instittions (1985-86)
Public institutions
Private institutions
Universities .

Four year institutions
Two year institutions

Total enrollment
Public enrollment
Private enrollment
Full-time enrollment
Part-time enrollment

31

19

12

3

10

19
_ .

.1970 1985
109,61') 216,854
107,315 202,1136

2,304 14,818
* 95.642

121.212

Minority enrollment, 1984

Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American
Foreign

Average faculty salary, 1985-86

Bachelor's degrees awarded, 1984
Arizona students out of slate for college, 1984
Others migrating to Arizona for college, 1984
Net gain,1984

Public higher education appropriations
per V1' student, 1986

Appropriations fur current operations, 1986

34,666 (17% of
all enrollments)

5,952
18.028
3,672
7,014
4,957

$34,116 (U.S. $32.392)
11,370
4.674

14,478
9,81)4

$ 3,398 (rank 31st)

$388,7181,0011 (public)
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pelitic.tl and demographic context. Understanding this
context is a necessary prerequisite for understanding how
the t:ducational system functions.

ARIZONA HIGHER EDUCATION

It goes without saying that Arizona higher education
can be no better than Arizona's schools. Like the schools.
higher education is also a creature of the state's economy.
politics. SOCIPi norms and demography. (See chart on p.
10.)

Although Arizona public institutions are dominant in
enrollment, it is worth pointing out that independent insti-
tutions tripled their enrollments during the period. Public
institutions doubled enrollments, a much larger increase
than the public schools. Compared with national F.zures.
a far higher percent?ge of Arizona students are part-time.
suggesting that serious attention is being paid to the need'
of older students who need additional education for occu-
pational advancement. In addition. the minority percent-
age is common,lable. given that about 20 percent of the
high school graduates are minority in Arizona. However.
in 1986. 78.594 minorities were enrolled in the state uni-
% crsit y system, and 124.851 were enrolled in the com-
munity college system. The Arizona universities could
clearly do better. Just as Arizona attracts tourists. it also
attracts students from other states! The combination of
scenery. climate and the perceived quality of the three
tate universities is a compelling one.

Although funding for higher education is not even by

cm ollment especially at the thiee universities. it has
avoided the enormous sw mg, up and down that have
characterized the Callfoi ma community college sv stern as
well others. Public institution faculty hav e salaries a
little above the national average. just as Arizona public
school teachers arc a little below the U S average. Although
it is infest:1Ma . it would seem that the awarding 01 I0.000
bachelor's &legit:es by the state tiaiverstics an 19;45-86.
and 5.000 associate degrees in the same year is to suggest
a rather high attrition rate in both sectors. (Nationally.
about 46 percent of undergraduates receive a B A. degree
"on time. four years after they begin There are few
indications of what "normal progress toward the degree-
means in the community college context of 40 year-old
students who arc mid-ctucer executives with families.
going to college part-time I

In general. the higher education system seems to be
fairly well articulated with the public schools, and to some
extent with the state's needs for job naming and retrain-
ing. The three universities and the community colleges
have good tcputations, both within ant! without the state.
As the state's population continues to gaow. it will hung
in many people who already possess a collect: degree but
who will need additional education for new Job tasks, as
well as many people w ho need to complete a degree begun
elsewhere. Adult education will continue to he a "growth
industry in Arizona. although there may be some tension
as to who will olio such mstructin Change in the Ari-
zona higher education systell can be evolutionary. as
things seem to he functioning wa.tl and the state's Iced,
arc being met.
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ARIZONA GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Growth has been the name of Arizona'sgame. Because
the people moving in have been young, well-educated
and well-paid, the state has been able to increase its
economic numbers based on its in-migrants. overlook-
ing the fact that for many minorities and poor born in
the state, things were getting worse,Today there seems
to he a shift toward a broader set of concerns for the
quality of life of all Arizonans, based on pragmatic
judgments. not liberal economic or political theory. In
addition. Arizona (when it finally gets a new governor)
may be ready to do more strategic thinking and planning
to guide change rather than to sit back and watch. To
a large degree, Arizona and Florida are the only growth
states in which the rates of grewthare likely to continue
at present levels, as Texas and California decline in
growth rates. Although the ecology of Arizona is
extremely fragile. there seems to be a new sense of the
importance of stabilizing the ecological and human
infrastructures.

A number of issues remain before the state:
I. So far. suburban growth has not been purchased by

sucking the life out of the core city. However, pov-
erty levels in "downtown" Phoenix are now
increasing rapidly. jobs are moving to the suburbs.
and the strategy of annexation will soon reach its
own limits to growth. One has to begin thinking of
the future of the Phoenix metro area, and Tucson
to a lesser extent. Scottsdale represents a different
problemfew lower income people live there, yet
there is much work to docleaning hotel rooms,
cashiering. janitoring, etc. But many of the people
who do this work cannot live in the community in
which they work. For the state, an increasing prob-
lem concerns low-income people travelling long dis-
tances to work in high income communities to which
they can never belong.

2. The state also needs to stimulate more small busi-
ness starts on the part of its current citizens, espe-
cially minorities. The decline in the middle of the
Arizona work force is real, with increasing numbers
of jobs on the high and low income sides. Consid-
el mg the state's rank ofjaarii in the percentage of
its citizens who are Hispanic. it needs to do much
moi e in the development of minority middle classes.
(Here Florida is far ahead of Arizona. with Miami

leading the nation in the percentage of blacks and
Hispanics who are middle class in income, and large
number of minority owned businesses throughout
the state).

3. Youth poverty will increase. and the number of young
people involved in Head Start-hke programs may
decline as a percentage of those eligible. More youth
entering school will he "at risk.- which could result
in even further reductions in the numbers of young
people who graduate from high school. If this hap-
pens. everyne's intere in Arizona will be atTected
negatively. Native Americans and Hispanics. the
two groups increasing as a percentage of all youth.
have the lowest rates of high school graduation.
Unless action is taken, the mathematics will work
out inexorably.

4. Higher education needs to he articulated with the
public schools. At the moment, some tentative first
steps have been made. but mainly through the schools
of education a. the um vet slues. and through com-
munity colleges. It is now time to get the "hard
core- liberal ails faculty involved in the process of
producing their future students through the public
schools. IIItghcr education in Arizona can be no
better than Ai izona's schools.) At the moment. Ari-
zona's business leader s seem to have a better under-
standing of this obvious fact than some of the pro-
fessoriate.

5. As school populations increase during the next
decade, care must he taken that class sues not
increase, and that funding per student does not
decline. Also. the schools and the legislature need
a .iouth poll( v that can guide action in this area.
particularly in a state with an increasing percentage
of youth who come from non-Anglo backgrounds.
Minority populations increase less rapidly in Ari-
zona than in California, Texas or Hot Ida. and much
can he learned by watching how those states deal
with providing an effective education for all young
people. A particular Arizona issue concerns the great
richness of the many Indian cultures in the state.
and how (if at all) this diversity can he protected
whiL: all students gel an education that will help
them fulfill their potential.
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ARIZONA: SUMMARY OF MAJOR POINTS

I. Growth has been the name of the Arizona game. and every indication is that it
will continue for at least a decade longer. Like Florida. growth in Arizona has
increased the fragility of human and natural systems. Most of the Arizona
growth has been concentrated in Pima and Maricopa Counties, where about
three-quarters of the population reside.

Growth, especially in Phoenix, has been dealt with simply by expanding the
city limits from 17 to 375 square miles through a process known as annexation.
Thus the city grew, but densities of people per square mile stayed about the
same. Today, Phoenix has some areas of great poverty and very low density,
which means that services are expensive to provide when it's two miles between
stops.

3. Suburban growth in both Phoenix and Tucson has been achieved without
destroying the core city, which has grown along with the suburbs. That process
is now slowing down, and poverty is increasing in the city limits of both Phoenix
and Tucson but not in the suburbs. There are limits to growth, in that over
seventy percent of Arizona's land is owned by governmentsU.S., state and
Indian.

4. Contrary to expectations, the Arizona population is not very old, and birth
rates in the state are high, particularly for Hispanic and Indian residents who
form the largest minority groups in the state, with smaller black and Asian
populations. The people are either very well-educated (high percentage of
college graduates) or poorly educated (high percentage of high school kids who
drop out). The majority of Arizonans were born in another state, contributing
to a sense of transiency. Crime rates are also very high in Arizona, and the
budget for prisoners is likely to expand faster than the budget for new schools.

5. Minorities in Arizona have not developed substantial middle classes, as they
have in Florida and California, as measured by small business starts, suburban
housing or middle-income jobs. The public schools, the higher education system
and Arizona business leadership can make a good start on this crucial task.

6. The Arizona economy is nicely diversified (the major key to a state's ability to
ride out a recession), and the conversion from a dependency on copper mining
has shifted to increases in mid and "high tech" manufacturing and high end
servicesfinancial, legal, business and technical, to name but four. However.
there are still too many jobs that pay very little. For every job the state generates
for a computer programmer, it generates about /2 jobs for cashiers. Increas-
ingly, these poorly paid service workershotel and personal maids, janitors,
security guards and clerkswill not he able to live in the communities where
they work, which can create major social tensions.

7. Arizona's minority populations are now forty percent of the small children in
Arizona. The state must make sure that every child gets a good education and
a chance at a good job. If forty percent of Arizona's youth get a had start and
cannot contribute their best to the state's economy. the lives ()I' every state
resident will be diminished. This is not liberalism but pragmatismboth liberals
and conservatives can agree on the necessity of maximizing educational benefits
in order to increase the state's economic potential.
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